Insights into the folding pathway of the Engrailed Homeodomain protein using replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations.
Protein folding studies were carried out by performing microsecond time scale simulations on the ultrafast/fast folding protein Engrailed Homeodomain (EnHD) from Drosophila melanogaster. It is a three-helix bundle protein consisting of 54 residues (PDB ID: 1ENH). The positions of the helices are 8-20 (Helix I), 26-36 (Helix II) and 40-53 (Helix III). The second and third helices together form a Helix-Turn-Helix (HTH) motif which belongs to the family of DNA binding proteins. The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD). REMD is a method that involves simulating a protein at different temperatures and performing exchanges at regular time intervals. These exchanges were accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis criterion. REMD was performed using the AMBER FF03 force field with the generalised Born solvation model for the temperature range 286-373 K involving 30 replicas. The extended conformation of the protein was used as the starting structure. A simulation of 600 ns per replica was performed resulting in an overall simulation time of 18 μs. The protein was seen to fold close to the native state with backbone root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 3.16 Å. In this low RMSD structure, the Helix I was partially formed with a backbone RMSD of 3.37 Å while HTH motif had an RMSD of 1.81 Å. Analysis suggests that EnHD folds to its native structure via an intermediate in which the HTH motif is formed. The secondary structure development occurs first followed by tertiary packing. The results were in good agreement with the experimental findings.